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About Us:

Gebze Center, brought to life by Dogus Real Estate and managed by JLL Turkey, is
the first shopping center in the region. It has introduced the "Pointro" project to
strengthen sentimental ties with visitors and develop brand loyalty. The project's
goal is to generate customer interaction. It also aims to create the perception that
Gebze Center isn’t just a shopping mall but also a social facility. The shopping
center caught people’s attention with its Pointro project. Pointro's purpose was to
get more reaction from followers when visits to social media pages were on a
decline.
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Idea Of The Project:
The project was implemented on 26 August 2016. Pointro created an organic
connection between Gebze Center and its visitors. It became not only a brand but
also a new friend to them. It is a real-time communication software that follows
visitors’ social media posts, check-ins and photos. It posts comments, guides
followers and pays attention to each visitor. It sent a "welcome" message to a visitor
who posted a picture at the shopping center on Instagram. It also sent
congratulatory messages to birthday celebrations. One visitor even asked the
shopping center to introduce him to a girl he likes. Some guests even resented
Gebze Center for sending "welcome" messages to other customers.
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Gebze Center's such warm interactions with visitors brought smiles to their faces.
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Gebze Center paid attention to its visitors' requests and implemented a project on
social media with the motto "40 memory-filled coffees for 40 people.”
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As part of the competition, 40 visitors who posted something on Instagram and
Twitter using the hashtag #kahvemgebzecenterdan and checked in on the same
day with Swarm won a cup of coffee from
Kahve Dunyasi.
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Followers were also analyzed throughout the year. The goal was to identify the
people who checked in most at Gebze Center. In addition, it wanted to know who
commented most on shopping center posts or who had the most genuine and
sincere messages. On the night of the 89th Academy Awards, Gebze Center
created Oscar teasers for its followers. The shopping center made Oscar statues
engraved with certain folowers' names. People who received an Oscar won a meal
for two. While followers were anxiously waiting to see who won an actual Academy
Award, some received an Oscar from the shopping center.
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Advertising Campaign:
The Oscar videos caused Gebze Center's Facebook page to experience high
traffic. They were viewed more than 17 thousand times in 12 hours. They also
helped land 849 new followers. All promotional efforts resulted in more than 2.626
new followers and were accessed by 421 thousand people.
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Result:
Gebze Center guests did not view Gebze Center as the social media account of a
shopping center. They personalized it instead. Gebze Center established
sentimental ties with visitors through special and real time social media
communications instead of cliche comments and posts. This increased interaction
and created strong brand loyalty. This not only increased interaction but also
created strong brand loyalty.
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Visitors defined Gebze Center as the "tweeting Shopping Center."
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With this project, Gebze Center carried its offline relationship with guests into a
real-time social media relationship in the digital world.
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Pointro acted as Gebze Center's headquarters for its social media accounts. All
visitor posts formed a unique data source for the shopping center. This data could
not have been obtained through market research or marketing campaigns. It
allowed the shopping center to better identify its target audience and establish
stronger ties. Thanks to Pointro, online and offline advertising costs were reduced
by 30%. Since its launch, 5 thousand new customer data has been added each
month and resulted in customer data bank of 51 thousand people. A total budget of
8.259 € was used for the project. Thanks to the project, mentions of the brand
increased by 1800% compared to the previous 6 months. Pointro helped create a
line of communication between the brand and the guests. It also changed the
guests' perception of the brand for the better.
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